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On the illttipltication of Semi-convergent Series. 

BY FLORIAN CAJORI. 

In vol. 24, p. 44 of Math. Ann., A. Voss has given the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions which must be satisfied in order that Cauchy's rule for the mlil- 
tiplication of series be applicable to semi-convergent series 1an and 1bn, in case 
that one of them, say 2an, becomes absolutely convergent when expressed in 
the form X (a2, + a2,f?l). The purpose of the present article is to extend Voss's 
results. 

It is always possible to find a series converging toward the product of the 
sums of two semi-convergent series, when one of the factor-series can be made 
absolutely convergent on associating its terms into groups, each containing a 

n n 

finite number of terms. Thus, if U. = an and Vn = bn are semi-con- 
0 0 

r4 

vergent, and if U = g. is absolutely convergent (gn being the (n + 1)th 

0 

group in the first series), then by a theorem of Mertens, 

0 
n n n 

If the product (a,bX, + a,bn_ + + anbo), of Ea. and bni formed 
0 0 0 

according to Cauchy's rule, is convergent, then by a theorem of Abel, it converges 
to UV. From this it follows that the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the convergence of the product-series is that 

E(bn,go + bn-1g, + + bogn) _ (aobn +a1bn-1 + .a* + anbo) (I) 
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Let us suppose that all the groups contain the same number p of terms, so 
that gn - ap,, + ap,,? + + a _, then for the case -n = pm, 

n n 

> (b1g0 + bn_1g1 + + bOgn) - (aob. + alb_1 + + anbo) 
o 0 

bol0apm?l + apm?2 + ** + ap2mp_1 

+bj lapm + apm + + 

- b0 (apm+1 + + apm+p-1) 
i=m-1 

+ bpi+2apm-pi-1 + bpi+3 (apm-pi-2 + ap.-p -1) + 
i=O 

+ bpi+p(apm-pi wp+1 +apm.-i-p+p + +a,,.-Pi-1)} + E. 

If pm = 2ps, then 

E=gl $b2Ps-, +b2.ps2 + - + b2ps-p+1} 

+g2 b2p8 -2 +b23 + + +b2 8-2ps_21 } + 

+ g, 4b2p,-8 + b2.ps8-1 + + bP,+1} 
+ g+ i b28-s_-1+b2ps s- 82 + + bp + - -p +g2ps 1 b, + bo0 +g2psbo. 

If pm = 2ps + 1, then 

E=g1 {b2ps + b2P,s- + + b2 -p+ 2} 
+ g2 b2ps -1 + b2p-2 + *... + b2p8-2p+ + 2 . 

+g8 {b2p8-s+1 + b2Ps-s + + bpq,,2 
+ g8+1 {b2ps-8 + b2ps-8s-1 + + * + bps-P2+t - + g2.Psbl+bo}+g2ps+1bo. 

In either case a quantity $3 and an infinitesimal quantity, eC, approaching 
zero as s increases indefinitely, can be so' chosen that, for large values of s (let- 
ting Ix I stand for the absolute value of x), 

| Ej <ejj Ig1 1 + 1 g291 + + I gs I + I I gs + 1 + I gs + 2 1 + ** + I gpml 

Since 2g1, is absolutely convergent, it follows that the second member of 
the inequality approaches the limit zero as s increases indefinitely. Therefore 
E approaches zero as a limit, and the condition that equation (I) be satisfied for 
n =pm, is 

f=m-1 
L { bpi+apm-pi-1 + bpi+ 3 (apmp,i-2 + apm -pi-1) + 

+=b? 

+ bpi, +rp (apm-pi -P + 1 + a,.-,i -p 2 + o s + ap.-pi 1) r = ?O. 
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By a similar process of reasoning we obtain the condition that (I) be satis- 
fied, for the case n= pm + r, viz. 

i=m-1 

Lim = bpi+r+2apm pi_1 + bpi+r+3 (apm-Pi2 + apm-p i-) + 
t=o 

+ bpi?p+?r (apm_pi-p? + + * aprnp_j) O* (II) 

If we agree to let r represent successively all integral values from 0 to 
p - 1 (both inclusive), then expression (II) embodies p equations which constitute 
together the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of equation (I) and 
for the applicability of Cauchy's multiplication rule to 2an and Xbn. 

Another set of necessary and sufficient colnditions can be deduced from 
conditions (II), viz. 

Cauchy's multiplication rule is applicable to 2,a and 2b6, if the nth term of the 
product-series always approaches the limit zero and if ONE of the p conditions in (II) 
is sa tisfied. 

We first prove that if the nth term of the product-series approaches zero as 
n increases indefinitely and if the (r + 1)th condition in (II) is satisfied, then the 
rth condition in (II) is also satisfied. We have (disregarding, as we may, a finite 
number of terms a,_xb_ in which x < r + 2 or x >pm .+ r), 

M 00 
4 bpi +r,,+2apr,ip-1 + bpi + r + 3 (a.,-A-I + apm-p,-2) + 

i=O 

+bpi +p?r (apm-pil+. +apm-2,--p+1)} 
J=m 

+ n- i em(bpi+r+l +bp + * + bpi+p?r-1) 

i=O 

r=p+r-2 

-^ (a,pm+ r+ lbo+ apm+rbi + + aobpm+?r?+ 

= m 

Li >2 
{bpi+ r+ lapm?+ppi-l + bpi+r+2 (apm+p_pi-1 + apm?+p ipi_2) + 

i=O 

bpi+p+r-1 (apm+p-ip-1 + + apm_,p? 1) 

In the first member of this equation we assume the (r + l)th coridition of 
(II) to be satisfied and the sum of p - 1 successive terms in the product-series to 
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approach zero. Remembering that Zg. is absolutely convergent, it will be seen 
that the first member of the equation approaches the limit zero; hence the 
second member approaches zero. If in the second member we put m - 1 in 
place of n, then the expression assumes the form of the 7th condition in (II). 
Hence if the (r + l)th condition is satisfied, the 7th condition is satisfied. But if 
the 7th condition is satisfi-ed, then the (r - l)th is satisfied, etc., and the theorem 
is established. 

A set of sufficient conditions of convergence is obtained by taking the abso- 
lute values of all the a's and all the b's in (II). In the light of the conditions 
thus obtained one may readily see the correctness of a condition established by 
A. Pringsheim (Math. Annalen, Vol. 21, p. 334), which asserts that the product- 

n 

series is convergent and- Cauchy's rule applicable, if E anbn is absolutely con- 
0 

vergent and remains so when any n-umber' of factors am, bm is replaced by other 
factors of higher indices. Pringsheim proves that when his condition is satisfied, 

n 

then the nth term of the product-series approaches zero. Moreover, if a bn 
0 

cofiverges absolutely, then not only is 2anbn = 0, but zero is also the limit of 
n 

the sum of all the terms axby in the expression, after making substitutions of the 
kind above referred to, provided that x + y-> 2n. But the values of the indices 
x and y may be so chosen that the absolute values of all the products ab involved 
in any one of the p conditions in expression (II) will be included. Hence 
Pringsheim's sufficient condition is true, for-whenever that condition is satisfied, 
then the necessary and sufficient conditions developed in this paper are satisfied. 
But observe that we have verified Pringsheim's condition only for the case that 

Za. becomes absolutely convergent on associating its terms into groups contain- 
iing an equal number p of terms, while his condition is also applicable to cases 
in which the number of terms in the various groups is not the same. 

As an example, consider the product of the two semi-convergent series 

mm 
__ 1 2 ( 

nd (-1)8+ (1 + (-1)ml 
(J+3m 3m+13m+2) aidg log(3n1) lo3m+2) J 3m 3m 1 3m + log m log (3m +1) log m--2)) 
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The first of these becomes absolutely convergent when p = 3. Pringsheim's 
n 

test fails here, for anb. is not absolutely convergent. Applying the second 
0 

test developed in this paper, we observe that the nth term of the product-series 
approaches the limit zero as n increases indefinitely, no matter whether n equals 
3m, 3m + 1 or 3m + 2. The first condition in (II) is also satisfied, for 

Lirm [+ 1 2 1 2 + 1 2 
M-O =Ll log 5 3m -4 log 8 '3m -7 +log 113 m -1 0 

1 2 
log (3m -4)* 5 

+ {log 3 (3m-2 3m-1) + log 6 (3m 5 3m-4) 

log(3m -3) (4 5 )] 

Hence the product-series converges and Cauchy's multiplication rule is applicable. 
COLORADO COLLEGE, COLORADO SPRINGS. 
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